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ABSTRACT - The nuclear power plant simulation industry is a fast-paced industry yielding
continual development as a result of innovations in technology and customer requirements. This
paper will discuss the current trends in simulator requirements, the status of simulation technology
and the expected future developments, particularly in the context of the NPP Krsko full scope
simulator.

CAE Electronics has been awarded the contract for the design, construction, integration, testing and
commissioning of the NPP Krsko full scope simulator (KFSS) by Nuklearna elektrarna Krsko (NEK).
KFSS, as an integral part of the NPP Krsko Modernization plan, has been the subject of an extensive
procurement process. KFSS will also take into account the steam generator replacement and plant
uprate projects which will be delivered to provide initial training in the modernized plant
configuration. As a result, the completed KFSS will meet NEK's goals for reliable training in safe
plant operation as well as the licensing requirements of the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration.

KFSS will be a state-of-the-art facility featuring high fidelity process and control models, proven
technology and superior maintainability that will push the envelope of traditional simulator uses. In
addition to serving its role as a high quality training vehicle, KFSS will be used for engineering
purposes including procedure development and validation, optimization of plant operation and study
and validation of plant modifications.

KFSS models will be built for the most part with CAE's ROSE™ toolset. ROSE, is a component-
based, visual programming environment for the creation, calibration, testing, integration and
management of simulator models and supporting virtual panels. The NSSS will be simulated using
the ANTHEM two-phase drift flux model, while reactor kinetics will be simulated using the COMET
two-group, three-dimensional model. Software design and testing will be supported by an extensive
series of quality procedures throughout the software design process.

1. Introduction

CAE Electronics was awarded the contract for the Krsko Full Scope Simulator (KFSS) project
in 1998 following an extensive procurement process undertaken by NEK. The procurement
process ensured that KFSS would be a state-of-the-art facility. As one of the most recently
awarded full scope nuclear power plant simulator projects, KFSS thus represents a convenient
context in which to discuss current trends in simulator requirements and technology.
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2. Simulator Technology Today

2.1 Background

This summer marked the 30th anniversary of the delivery of the first power plant simulator.
The simulator was originally designed as a partial replacement for performing startup and
shutdown training on the actual, plant [1]. However, it was following the TMI accident in
1979, which highlighted the importance of operator training in safe plant operation and
transient mitigation, that the role of simulators in nuclear power plants became so important.
Since that time simulator technology has been paced as much by the evolution of computer
hardware and software technology as by the evolution of training requirements. Hence it is
convenient to classify the evolution of simulators according to the dominant technology at the
time.

Simulators can be grouped into the following generations:

• first generation: assembler based programming; limited scope of operations; primitive
instructor stations.

• second generation: computer platforms dominated by Gould/SEL/Encore line of mini
computers with proprietary operating systems and limited address space, emergence of
FORTRAN- based programming for modeling applications, emergence of two-phase
thermal hydraulic models and limited nodalization 3-D neutronic models, training in
malfunctions and transients; component-based malfunctions; emergence of the first
simulator standards.

• third generation: first RISC/UNIX-based 32-bit multi-processor applications (CAE
1989), emergence of the graphical user interface for instructor stations and high quality
mimic panels; improved fidelity for BOP models.

• fourth generation: introduction of large scale graphical modeling tools (CAE 1991); high
nodalization thermal-hydraulic and neutronics models; 64-bit RISC processors, UNIX
and Windows NT operating systems, PC-based platforms.

The most important trends to discuss in the current generation of simulators includes:

• model development tools
• low cost, high performance computer platforms
• modeling fidelity
• glass simulators
• pre-commisioning delivery
• standards

2.2 Model Development Tools

The introduction of graphical model development tools is the most significant recent
development in the power plant simulation industry and has quickly become an essential
requirement for most new simulators. The development of these tools has been a cause of
major investment for most simulator vendors. The scope, depending on the vendor, typically
includes varying degrees of thermal-hydraulic, instrumentation and control and electrics
modeling and varies from initial model definition to integrated testing and configuration
control environments. More advanced systems enhance flexibility through object-oriented
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programming techniques. The quality and flexibility of graphical model development tools
remains one of the major technology discriminators between simulator vendors.

The advantages sought through model development tools include:

• standardized models
• automated code generation
• intuitive visualization
• reduced life cycle cost

Model development tools are, changing both the process of simulator development by
simulator vendors and the long term expectations for maintenance by simulator owners.

2.3 Computer Platforms

Interest in Windows NT and PC-based platforms is currently very high. The combination of
Windows NT and PC's is poised to fulfil the long sought goal of low cost, off-the-shelf, open
systems. Several Windows NT-based platforms have been deployed in the past two years.
However, these platforms have all exclusively been rehosts from second generation simulators
with modest computational requirements. To date, no fourth generation Windows NT
simulators have been delivered, though one was awarded in 1996 and another major upgrade
was recently awarded. Up until very recently, only RISC/UNIX-based processors have been
able to provide an affordable combination of raw computer power, bandwidth, processor
scalability, graphics engine and real-time operating system control to meet the computational
requirements of CAE's fourth generation full scope simulators.

The recent introduction of the 400Mhz Xeon processor with the 100MHz system bus and
450NX chipset, which will support 4- or 8-processor servers, will remove all purely
computational restrictions to using PC-based solutions for fourth generation simulators.

Windows NT is not a real-time operating system, hence there have been concerns over real-
time and repeatability. Nevertheless, it is generally believed that real-time and repeatability
can be guaranteed by using a dedicated server for running the simulator modeling applications
and blocking all other applications, including (and especially) graphics from this server
during execution.

Up until the current generation, modeling fidelity has been as strongly influenced by
computational cost as by technique and compromises have been necessary. Computational
cost now typically accounts for less than 5% of the overall simulator cost. Thus one of the
most significant features of the current generation of computers, from a modeling point of
view, is the virtual decoupling of modeling fidelity from computational cost.

2.4 Modeling Fidelity

Modeling fidelity includes both the scope of simulation and model scope and performance.
The scope of simulation systems refers to the scope of modeled systems, components, flow
paths, controls and malfunctions and the simulated plant operations that they support. Model
scope includes issues such as two-phase thermal-hydraulic models and nodalization and
support for cycle-specific core data upgrades.
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The scope of simulated systems is typically a trade off between the customer's training
requirements, which is in turn sometimes strongly influenced by the local regulators, and
budget. Simulation cost is directly related to scope. Historically plant systems have been fully
simulated, partially simulated or functionally simulated. In a fully simulated system all
components and flow paths are modeled whereas in a partially simulated system, redundant
equipment trains, components and flow paths may be physically lumped or simply ignored. In
either case modeling is based on physical principles. Functional simulation, in which a
specific response is pre-programmed, is typically reserved for unimportant systems with little
control or interaction with other plant systems.

In general, most plant systems that interact with the main control room are either fully or
partially simulated. In this aspect, the current trend is not very different from that of third
generation simulators. However the availability of efficient graphical development tools has
drastically reduced the cost differential between fully and partially simulated systems and
hence the general trend is to provide full simulation for virtually all systems. While some
third generation simulators did include generic malfunctions, the availability of model
development tools has facilitated the introduction of generic, component-based malfunctions
without increasing modeling effort. Component-based malfunctions allow instructors to
create virtually a limitless number of training scenarios.

In terms of the scope of operations, virtually all plant operations and postulated transients are
within scope, with the exception of pipe draining and filling outside of the NSSS. Draining
and filling of the RCS and steam generators and training at mid-loop (including LOCA's) is a
particular challenge for some two-phase models and consequently many third (and perhaps
even fourth) generation simulators do not support these operations at all or switch to vastly
simplified models or nodalizations. The simplified models have limited scope and switching
is often a source of stability problems. These operations have been the focus of increased
regulatory attention in recent years and support for them are now standard requirements in
many new simulator specifications. Simulation of severe accidents (fuel melting and beyond)
has been a requirement for some European simulators but has generated little interest in North
America. Draining, filling, mid loop operations and severe accident modeling is not required
by the ANSI/ANS 3.5 standard.

In terms of two-phase models, the de facto minimum requirement is a five-equation drift flux
model and all full scope simulator vendors offer some manner of drift flux model (though
perhaps through subcontract to other vendors). Providing detailed comparisons is difficult,
given the highly proprietary nature of these models, however it is known that they differ
widely in the use of graphics and tools, time step, computational burden, numerical scheme
and in the density of nodalization. Sensitivity to the Courant limit is a serious consideration
for some models.

There is an emerging trend towards expanding model fidelity and training possibilities by
incorporating full two-phase modeling capability in traditionally single phase systems such as
feedwater, steam systems and cooling systems. Some vendors have chosen to enhance their
traditional models, some have developed entirely new models and some have chosen simply to
extend the NSSS models into these areas. The latter method is particularly tempting from a
fidelity point of view, though it may in fact limit simulator flexibility, if the NSSS model is
not supported by graphic model development tools.

For core neutronics calculations, two-group models are the norm with typical axial
nodalizations of 8 to 16 nodes and one node per fuel assembly for PWR's or 4 nodes per
assembly for BWR's. Separation of variables is still used by some vendors to solve the
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neutron diffusion equation while others use more sophisticated finite difference approaches.
A report by the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (Significant Operating Experience
Report (SOER) 96-02, Recommendation 6) has recently underlined the importance of cycle-
specific simulator models. Thus, an important consideration is not only the model itself, but
the availability of user friendly tools that allow the end user to easily update simulator models
to reflect current fuel cycles.

Finally, while hardly a trend, it is important to mention the emergence of the six-equation best
estimate thermal-hydraulic codes originally developed for transient analysis, such as
CATHARE and RELAP5, for NSSS simulation. These codes have been modified for real-
time applications and are maintained by their parent organizations. They are available from
third parties under license from the parent organizations. It is debatable if these codes add a
distinct fidelity advantage over their five-equation counterparts for training applications.
Recent comparisons of simulated transients show very similar results for some five-equation
and six-equation models [2], [3] and have pointed out that a judicious choice of nodalization
probably plays a more important role than the number of equations. At least until recently,
simulation of non-condensables at very low pressure during LOCA's and mid loop operations
are known within the user community to be problems for RELAP5 [4]. In addition, licenses
costs and computational requirements make these models considerably more expensive than
their five-equation counterparts.

2.5 Glass Simulators

We define a glass simulator as a simulator with full scope plant simulation and a graphical
user interface (GUI) instead of a replica control panels. The GUI typically consists of an
instructor station and operator workstations consisting of mimic (soft) panels, P&ED and logic
displays and other visualization aids.

The most important applications of glass simulators are as a supplement to traditional full
scope simulators and as engineering simulators. In the case of the former, the simulator
owner can significantly reduce the training time burden on his full scope simulator. In the
case of the latter, the full scope simulator owner can have a second simulator for engineering
uses at a fraction of the cost of the original simulator. The engineering simulator presupposes
high fidelity models for all plant systems. The engineering simulator can be used in
optimizing plant operations, procedure development and validation and carrying out what-if
studies. Coupled with model development tools, it can be used to quickly simulate and pre-
test proposed plant modifications. Of course, it can also be used as an additional training
tool.

2.6 Pre-Commissioning Delivery

This trend refers to the availability of simulator prior to plant startup or commissioning of a
major upgrade. Early plant-specific training is an important tool in safe and economic plant
operation. In this case the simulator design is based almost entirely on design data, rather
than a combination of design and operational data. High fidelity models with reasonable
predictive capability are clearly a requirement. Successful implementations require innovative
simulator development plans and schedules that take into account the plant constraints such as
construction schedule, data availability, and post-commissioning tuning as operational data
becomes available.
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2.7 Standards

The ANSI/ANS 3.5 standard [5] establishes the functional requirements for full scope nuclear
power plant simulators in the United States. ANSI/ANS 3.5 stipulates the minimum standard
for scope and performance criteria of simulated operations and malfunctions, testing and
maintenance. Simulator regulation elsewhere is determined by each country's internal
policies. However ANSFANS 3.5 has become a de facto international standard for full scope
training simulators.

The newly issued 1998 revision includes new requirements, particularly for stimulated
devices and the validation and verification tests required to demonstrate simulator operability.
The impact of these new requirements will depend on current utility practices and quality
procedures and the application of the standard by regulators. It is likely though that the
standard will place an extra burden on simulator owners in order to maintain a clear audit trail
for all aspects of simulator maintenance.

The ANSI/ANS 3.5 standard does not attempt to regulate non-full scope simulators, such as
glass simulators and engineering simulators. However it does for the first time address them,
by trying to provide guidance with respect to which sections of the standard may apply. An
IAEA technical document on selection, specification, design and use of various types of
training simulators, including glass simulators and engineering simulators, has recently been
published [6].

3. The Krsko Full Scope Simulator (KFSS)

3.1 Simulator Hardware

KFSS will be delivered in two configurations. The full scope simulator complex will consist
of a four-processor Silicon Graphics (SGI) Origin 2000 host computer featuring the MIPS
RISC R10000 196MHz RISC chip, two RIOOOO-based SGI 02 workstations as instructor
stations, and one 02 workstation and one Pentium II PC as engineering development stations.
The control room scope includes four local emergency shutdown panels, integrated sound and
audio visual systems and a stimulated plant process computer, the Process Information System
(PIS) supplied by ABB Power Oy. The second simulator is a glass engineering simulator
consisting of an Origin 2000 host computer, an 02 instructor station and three PC's as
operator stations. The second simulator host computer also acts as a spare to the full scope
simulator. All interprocessor communication will take place via Ethernet.

3.2 ROSE Modeling Tool Set

All KFSS modeling software, with the exception of the containment process and the reactor
kinetics models, will be developed using the ROSE tool set [7]. ROSE, an acronym for Real-
time Object-oriented Simulation Environment, is a visual programming environment for the
development of simulation models. ROSE is used for the entire simulator life cycle, from
model design through to testing, documentation and long-term maintenance. ROSE was first
introduced by CAE in 1991.

ROSE has specifically been designed to support desktop applications and large scale simulator
development in a work group environment. The ROSE tool set consists of editors, code
generators, a test environment and configuration management tools.
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ROSE editing tools allow users to create icons, objects and object libraries, to graphically
build models using these objects and to define testable configurations. A ROSE user creates a
simulation model by drawing a graphical representation of the system. The graphical
representation, referred to as a schematic, consists of object instances, selected from libraries
representing the applied discipline. Library objects are the lowest level building blocks used
in the design of models and are specified by an object definition. The object definition
consists of model variables, their description, dataflow and connect point definition, object
documentation and object code. Connect points specify the dataflow between objects when
they are connected. Multiple connect points with independent variable lists are supported.
The model code can be implemented using a language independent pseudo code and/or as
calls to external subroutines. The latter facilitates encapsulation of legacy or validated code
into ROSE objects.

The builder or configuration editor allows the user to graphically group schematics together
into testable configurations by extracting the desired schematics from the ROSE database. In
the test environment, referred to as Runtime, the user can graphically control the simulation,
browse between schematics, manipulate, observe and plot variables and visualize results
through object dynamics. An important feature is the ability of the user to control the
simulation through whatever soft panels are relevant to his system. The user can easily
browse back and forth between the modeling schematic and the soft panels. On the Krsko
project CAE engineers will be using runtime and soft panels to test and integrate models prior
to on-site integration with the physical simulator control room panels.

Schematics can be designed to resemble very closely the plant P&ED's and other drawings.
ROSE schematics can be displayed at the instructor station and engineering simulator
workstations. ROSE schematics are used by the instructor to insert malfunctions, local
operation actions, panel overrides and to monitor the progress of the simulation.

3.3 Advanced Models

The Krsko simulator will use ANTHEM [8] to simulate the two-phase thermal-hydraulics of
the NSSS and COMET to simulate the core neutronics. ANTHEM is a five-equation drift flux
model. As on other third generation CAE simulators, draining, filling and mid loop
operations are in scope and a single model is used without switching. The nodalization for
KFSS will be about 80 nodes and 100 links. COMET [9, 10] is a multi-nodal model based on
homogenization techniques. Both models are generalized, data driven models that have been
used on many previous simulators and have received wide acceptance.

What is unique about KFSS are the graphical tools associated with these models. The
ANTHEM model for KFSS will be created in ROSE using the newly developed
ANTHEM2000 code generator [11]. The ROSE environment will provide superior data
traceability, testing and visualization to the ANTHEM model. In the case of COMET, a
Windows NT GUI, referred to as CHORUS, which is used to define the model and perform
the offline cycle specific data calculations, is being provided. Both tools should greatly
enhance long term maintainability for these models.

KFSS will also include severe accident modeling. The MAAP4 code will be used to simulate
NSSS, core and containment response. CAE will rehost the MAAP4 code to the simulation
computers, integrate MAAP4 with the simulator database, executive and other modeling
modifications
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3.4 Steam Generator Replacement and Plant Uprate

The KFSS project is a good example of pre-commissioning delivery and innovative project
planning. KFSS is being developed in parallel with the other projects of the overall Krsko
Modernization program: Replacement Steam Generation (RSG) (design, manufacturing and
delivery of new steam generators), Software Services(SS) (performance of required safety
analysis and plant operation justification at higher power and Steam Generator Replacement
(SGR) (actual steam generation replacement and implementation of power uprate related
modifications). The RSG project is expected to be complete only in October 1999 while SS
project completion is scheduled for December 1999, far too close to the January 2000
deadline imposed by the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) for the availability
of plant-specific full scope simulator. Hence, initial simulator development is based on the
existing design. As detailed design data becomes available a second configuration based on
the design data for the upgrade will be created. In order to ensure a reliable benchmark,
acceptance testing will be based on the existing design. However selected tests will be
repeated using the RSG configuration and transient simulation data from a new RELAP5 input
deck prepared as part of the RSG project. Training will be based on the RSG configuration.
The project includes a post delivery update, approximately one year after simulator delivery,
to take into account actual operational data from the RSG.

4. Future Trends

What does the future hold for power plant simulation ? What quantum leap will mark the start
of the fifth generation ? We are expect to see the following trends:

• Computer platforms and operating systems:

We believe that the choice of UNIX vs Windows NT, and RISC vs PC-based architectures for
new fourth generation simulators is a question of the buyer's preference and cost. It is too
early to decide if Windows NT will ultimately supplant UNIX. We expect, nevertheless, that
the traditional RISC processor vendors will be forced to provide Windows NT options and
possibly INTEL-based products in order to be competitive.

• Best Estimate Codes:

As stated earlier, the case for the use of best-estimate codes in training simulators has not
been made as yet. Nevertheless, we expect to see more applications of best estimate models to
simulators as computer costs come down. Parent organizations will provide Windows NT
versions of the real time codes.

• Pre-commissioning delivery:

Delivery of simulators before plant commissioning is expected to become more common as
new plants are developed. Regulatory, safety and economic requirements will make this
inevitable.
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• Intelligent control rooms:

Up until now, developers of microprocessor-controlled control room equipment, plant process
computers and automation systems have for the most part ignored the special requirements of
interfacing their equipment to simulators. This has resulted in expensive custom solutions,
difficulty maintaining concurrency with the actual plant equipment and sometimes loss of
fidelity. As these devices become more common and more complex, we expect more and
more utilities to consider simulator requirements as part of equipment selection criteria. Thus
we expect major equipment vendors will include the necessary simulator capabilities as part of
the overall design.

With over 25 years experience in the power plant simulation industry, CAE remains
committed to staying on top of emerging trends to ensure that the most innovative solutions
are available to its customers.
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